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Editorial
Thrombosis and bleeding disorders still are the major final causes
of death although all statistics and published data are reporting all
kind of diseases i.e. different cancers, diabetes, and allergic reactions
are unfortunately the final fatal cause of all abovementioned primary
diseases are either thrombosis and/or massive bleeding disorders,
however. I have no statistics in hand about worldwide final fatal cause
of the most diseases that are abovementioned due to different reasons.
The main reason to find out how Medici can prevent fatal
consequences of Thrombosis to understand what is really happening
after death of a cancer patient. Moreover, improperly reporting of the
Medical Errors during treatments of different kinds of patients results
in bias in judgements and having conclusive results. At second there
are 7 minor but important reasons why Medical Researchers have to
pay more attention to fatal causes of thrombosis and bleeding disorders
namely: 1. Again medical errors, 2. (epi-)genetically mutations, 3.
Miscommunications between different responsible (para-) Medici, 4.
Abuse of (un-)known drugs due to financial interests, 5. Side effects
of (un-)known drugs, 6. Underestimating of establishment of patient

response to (un-) known anticoagulants and different drugs, 7.
Stopping of research/ development/education investigations to tackle
new unknown causes. While all governments are stopping to support
Research and developments studies thrombosis and bleeding disorders
affected by mutated-sophisticated- and progressed synthetic and
natural agents. Just to mention a few new causes of diseases, which
finally results in thrombosis and bleeding disorders One might look at
financial interests of all responsible organizations around thrombosis
and bleeding disorders, who more thinking of profitable actions than
educational and developmental reactions.
Taken together, in the near future patients and their family should
only gather money to get best possible treatments and forget to be
treated properly. Almost all pharmacy and insurance Companies are
negotiating about the price and how they can satisfy the Medici to
use their (u-known drugs on poor patients without alternatives.
There enough increasing evidence-based studies, which indicate so
much medical errors, unfortunately. In this era which all Medici and
responsible organizations should take a lead to monitor independently;
we need answers to the following question ‘why still thrombosis and
bleeding disorders kill our dear patients?.
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